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Abstract
Autophagy is a process in which intracellular components and dysfunctional organelles are delivered to the lysosome for
degradation and recycling. Autophagy has various connections to a large number of human diseases, as its functions are
essential for cell survival, bioenergetic homeostasis, organism development, and cell death regulation. In the past two
decades, substantial effort has been made to identify the roles of autophagy in tumor suppression and promotion,
neurodegenerative disorders, and other pathophysiologies. This review summarizes the current advances and discusses the
unanswered questions in understanding the involvement of autophagy in pathogenic mechanisms of disease, primarily
focusing on cancer and neurodegenerative diseases.

Facts

● Autophagy plays bidirectional roles in cancer largely
depending on the context.

● Autophagy-related prognostic signature varies within
cancers.

● Chaperone-mediated autophagy and macroautophagy
are involved in the pathogenesis of most neurodegen-
erative disorders.

● Autophagy plays context-dependent roles at various
stages of neurodegenerative diseases.

● A reversible correlation between tumorigenesis and
degeneration exists upon autophagy modulation.

Open questions

● What are the mechanisms of disease-specific autophagy
signatures?

● How can we avoid the side effects of autophagy
modulation in disease treatment?

● How do core autophagy-related genes escape from
genetic alterations in cancer?

● What is the difference between neuronal autophagy and
nonneuronal autophagy?

● What is the crosstalk between cancer suppression and
neuroprotection?

Introduction

Two of our “unanswered question” series of reviews, enti-
tled “the molecular machinery of autophagy: unanswered
questions” and “the regulation of autophagy: unanswered
questions”, have discussed fundamental concepts of the
autophagy mechanism and unanswered aspects of auto-
phagy regulation [1, 2]. With the progressively advanced
understanding of the molecular mechanism of autophagy, a
considerable number of studies have highlighted the role of
abnormal autophagy modulation in various human diseases,
particularly neurodegenerative diseases and cancers. In this
review, we focus on the involvement of autophagy in cancer
and neurodegenerative disorders and comment on the major
unanswered questions in the field.

Autophagy machinery

Depending on the mechanism of how cargos are delivered
to lysosomes for degradation, there are three general types
of autophagy, including macroautophagy, microautophagy
and chaperone-mediated autophagy (CMA) [3].
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Macroautophagy has the best-characterized and most
universal mechanism among the three types of autophagy,
and underscores the pathogenesis of a vast majority of
diseases with autophagic dysfunction. The catabolic process
of macroautophagy is evolutionarily conserved among all
eukaryotic cells with five steps, including initiation,
nucleation, elongation, fusion, and degradation (Fig. 1) [4].
The primary feature distinguishing macroautophagy from
the other two forms of autophagy is the formation of
double-membrane structures named autophagosomes,
which deliver damaged organelles and protein aggregates to
lysosomes.

Microautophagy transports cytosolic material into lyso-
somes through direct invagination or protrusion of the
lysosomal membrane. In the context of disease association,
less is known about microautophagy, and thus this process
is not further discussed in this review [5].

CMA is a unique autophagy process that occurs without
major changes in either lysosomal or autophagosomal

membranes. Instead, substrate proteins are selectively
delivered to the lysosome individually based on the recog-
nition of a CMA-specific consensus motif, the pentapeptide
KFERQ [6]. As an efficient cellular quality control path-
way, CMA plays a vital role in protecting neurons from
numerous forms of damage, including brain injury and toxic
protein aggregation in the setting of neurodegenerative
diseases.

Of note, macroautophagy can be divided into selective
autophagy and nonselective (also known as bulk) auto-
phagy [7]. Selective autophagy is characterized by high
specificity in the choice and delivery of cargo for degra-
dation, whereas nonselective autophagy is purported to
randomly take up cytoplasm and lacks cargo specificity.
Different forms of selective autophagy are named based on
the type of digested cargo, such as mitophagy, reticulo-
phagy, pexophagy, aggrephagy, etc. Mitophagy, which is
the best-understood among all the selective autophagy
types, plays an important role in protection against many
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Fig. 1 Schematic model for macroautophagy and PINK1-PRKN-
mediated mitophagy. Macroautophagy initiation occurs in response
to cellular stresses. The phagophore nucleates and expands to
sequester unwanted organelles and macromolecules and forms a
double-membrane structure named the autophagosome. The outer
membrane of the autophagosome fuses with a lysosome to deliver the
cargo to the newly formed autolysosome for degradation. The break-
down products are further recycled following the release from per-
meases present in the lysosome/autolysosome membrane. The bottom
scheme represents nonselective macroautophagy with the feature of
random sequestration of cytoplasm. The top scheme depicts PINK1-
PRKN-mediated mitophagy. Under normal conditions, PINK1 is

cleaved within mitochondria in healthy mitochondria, and retro-
translocates to the cytosol for proteasomal degradation. When mito-
chondria damage occurs, mitophagy is induced. First, PINK1 is
stabilized on the outer membrane and phosphorylates ubiquitin and
PRKN separately. By this action, PRKN is recruited to the mito-
chondria surface and further ubiquitinates outer mitochondrial mem-
brane (OMM) proteins. Ubiquitin is able to recruit more PRKN to
form a feedback loop. Phosphorylated ubiquitin also recruits mito-
phagy receptors such as CALCOCO2/NDP52 and OPTN, which bind
to phagophore-attached LC3, stimulating the engulfment of abnormal
mitochondria in a phagophore.
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diseases, particularly several neurodegenerative diseases, as
it assists with the clearance of damaged mitochondria and
regulates mitochondria quality control.

To provide a comprehensive background for the following
discussion in diseases, here we briefly describe how non-
selective autophagy, mitophagy, and CMA are regulated in
human cells. The process of macroautophagy involves a set of
autophagy-related (ATG) proteins in a hierarchical manner.
Nonselective autophagy is controlled by MTOR and AMPK
signaling pathways in response to changes in nutrient condi-
tions such as the availability of glucose and amino acids, or
other types of stress. The first group of ATG proteins
involved in the process is the ULK1 kinase complex, com-
posed of ULK1, RB1CC1/FIP200, ATG13, and ATG101,
which is responsible for the phosphorylation of certain
downstream factors. Subsequently, the class III phosphatidy-
linositol 3-kinase (PtdIns3K) complex, which is composed of
various proteins depending on the stage of the pathway being
regulated, including BECN1/Beclin 1, PIK3C3/VPS34,
PIK3R4/VPS15, ATG14, NRBF2, and UVRAG, is activated
to synthesize phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate (PtdIns3P) for
the purpose of nucleation of the membrane that will form the
autophagosome [8]. The ATG9 trafficking system, which is
composed of ATG2A or ATG2B, WDR45/WIPI4 and the
transmembrane protein ATG9A, supplies membrane and
functions in elongation of the initial sequestering compart-
ment, termed the phagophore. In addition, two ubiquitin-like
(Ubl) conjugation systems participate in membrane expan-
sion, involving the Ubl proteins ATG12 and Atg8-family
proteins (including the LC3 and GABARAP subfamilies).
ATG12 is conjugated to ATG5 via the action of E1 and E2
enzymes ATG7 and ATG10, and subsequently binds
ATG16L1. Atg8-family proteins are conjugated to the
membrane-resident lipid phosphatidylethanolamine (PE). The
attachment of PE requires the action of the protease ATG4,
the E1 enzyme ATG7, the E2 enzyme ATG3, and the
ATG12–ATG5-ATG16L1 complex acting as an E3 enzyme.
After completion of expansion of the phagophore and
sequestration of substrates, the autophagosome is formed. The
outer autophagosomal membrane fuses with a lysosome or
first with an endosome (to generate an intermediate com-
partment, termed an amphisome) to form an autolysosome.
Subsequent to these fusion events, the inner autophagosome
membrane will be degraded to expose the enclosed cargo to
lysosomal hydrolases. Different from what is characterized in
yeast, the ATG conjugation systems may not play a key role
in autophagosome formation or closure, but instead they
greatly affect degradation efficiency of the inner autophago-
somal membrane [9]. The fusion step relies on various factors,
including RAB GTPases, the HOPS complex, SNAREs and
other accessory proteins [10]. Last, the lysosomal hydrolases
degrade the cargo, and the resulting metabolites get released
through permeases present on the autolysosomal membrane.

Mitophagy, the selective autophagy of mitochondria,
involves the specific engulfment of damaged or superfluous
mitochondria into phagophores through a process involving
cargo recognition. There are several pathways that mediate
mitophagy [11]. Among them, PINK1-PRKN/PARK2/par-
kin-mediated mitophagy has been the most fully char-
acterized. Under mitochondrial stress conditions, the kinase
PINK1 acts in two ways (Fig. 1), including (1) inducing
mitophagy directly via generation of phospho-ubiquitin and
subsequent recruitment of autophagy receptors such as
CALCOCO2/NDP52 and OPTN (optineurin); [12] (2)
activating the E3 ubiquitin ligase PRKN, which generates
ubiquitin chains on mitochondrial proteins, thus recruiting
other receptors [13].

In CMA (Fig. 2), the chaperone HSPA8/HSC70 recog-
nizes the CMA target motif KFERQ of cytosolic proteins
and transports the substrate to the lysosomal membrane
protein receptor LAMP2A. Once bound to LAMP2A, the
substrate unfolds and is translocated across the lysosomal
membrane directly into the lumen where it is degraded [14].

Autophagy and cancer

As mentioned in the Autophagy Machinery section, mac-
roautophagy (hereafter autophagy in this section) works as a
major survival mechanism by eliminating damaged orga-
nelles and protein aggregates, as well as promoting bioe-
nergetic homeostasis, particularly under metabolic stress
during nutrient deprivation. Thus, it is conceivable that
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Fig. 2 Schematic model of chaperone-mediated autophagy. In
chaperone-mediated autophagy, cytosolic proteins with a KFERQ
motif are first recognized by HSPA8. The substrate-chaperone com-
plex binds to a LAMP2A monomer. Subsequently, substrate translo-
cation occurs via substrate unfolding and LAMP2A multimerization.
Eventually, substrates are degraded in the lysosome and the resulting
products are reused in the cell.
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autophagy is closely correlated with cancer pathology
indicating that there are therapeutic implications. Intrigu-
ingly, autophagy plays context-dependent roles in cancer
biology due to its complicated nature. In this section, we
address the progress and remaining questions in under-
standing the dual roles of autophagy in cancer initiation and
development, as well as efforts that have been made with
regard to autophagy inhibition for clinical intervention.

Bidirectional roles of autophagy in cancer

Autophagy has been broadly recognized as a double-edged
sword with distinct roles in tumor suppression and growth
promotion [15]. Autophagy can be tumor-suppressive by
preventing cancer initiation with its ability of eliminating
oncogenic, unfolded or aggregated proteins and damaged
organelles. Alternatively, autophagy can also be tumor-
promotive through metabolite recycling to support tumor
metabolism and cancer cell survival, and as a cytoprotective
mechanism used by cancer cells in response to anticancer
treatments.

Autophagy and tumor suppression

Autophagy serves as a tumor-suppressive mechanism
through multiple established roles, including maintenance
of genomic stability, eradication of endogenous sources of
ROS, elimination of oncogenic proteins and induction of
the immune response [16].

BECN1 is the first-identified ATG gene with recurrent
genetic alterations in cancers. BECN1 is monoallelically
deleted in 75% of the cases in ovarian cancers and 50% in
breast cancers [17]. Heterozygous disruption of Becn1 in
mice leads to increased incidence of spontaneous malig-
nancies. By restoring BECN1 expression, breast cancer
growth in the Becn1+/− mouse can be inhibited. Compelling
evidence indicates that BECN1 is a haploinsufficient tumor
suppressor gene [18]. Consistently, genetic modulations of
several other ATG genes encoding components of the core
machinery (i.e., proteins involved in autophagosome for-
mation) are also identified in human cancers and lead to
tumorigenesis in mice. Over 25% of gastric and colorectal
cancers with microstatellite instability harbor frameshift
mutations in ATG2B, ATG5, ATG9B, and ATG12 [19]. The
identified ATG mutations are typically loss-of-function, as
most of them lead to premature stops in ATG protein
synthesis. A recent study demonstrates that in multiple
tumor types, ATG5 somatic mutations prevent ATG12
conjugation by disrupting ATG5-ATG16L1 interactions,
which leads to proteasomal degradation of ATG12 and
ATG16L1, and thus inhibits autophagy. Furthermore,
ATG16L2 is overexpressed in these tumor cells and func-
tions as an endogenous dominant-negative inhibitor of

autophagy by competing with ATG16L1 for ATG5 inter-
action [20]. Either mosaic knockout of Atg5 or liver-specific
Atg7 deletion is able to cause benign liver tumor develop-
ment in mice [21]. Beyond direct evidence from studies
involving ATG genes, the antitumor effect of autophagy is
supported by the fact that this process is stimulated by some
tumor suppressors, including PTEN, TSC1-TSC2, STK11/
LBK1, DAPK, and the most mutated tumor suppressor,
TP53/p53 [22, 23].

Questions

Interestingly, biallelic BECN1 mutations have not been
discovered in human cancers yet, and biallelic deletion of
Becn1 is lethal in mice. This likely reflects the fact that
autophagy is an essential process, and the complete elim-
ination of autophagic function would result in embryonic
lethality [24, 25], or, if occurring later in development,
would cause severe physiological defects. Thus, the partial
autophagy activity resulting from heteroallelic loss of
BECN1/Becn1 is adequate to fulfill critical roles of auto-
phagy that allow survival of the organism. Furthermore, this
phenomenon might be explained by the type I interferon
(IFN) signaling promotion and retinoic acid-inducible gene
I (RIG-I)-like-receptors (RLR)-mediated anti-viral role of
BECN1, which is not associated with autophagy [26]. From
another perspective, the observation of monoallelic mutated
BECN1/Becn1 suggests the requirement of functional
autophagy for malignant transformation.

Although the overall mutation rates of ATG genes in
gastric and colorectal cancers is above 25%, an interesting
phenomenon is that loss of, or mutations in, single core
ATG genes is uncommon in cancers. To systematically
understand how autophagy genes may be involved in
individual types of tumor initiation and progression,
several groups have reported the global identification of
mutations in ATG genes. In a large-scale human genomic
analysis of somatic mutations in ATG genes across 11
cancer types, the core autophagy machinery was not tar-
geted in almost all cancers [27], although many genes
closely related to autophagy (for example, LRRK2 [leu-
cine rich repeat kinase 2], the protein product of which is
characterized controversially as both a positive and
negative regulator in autophagy) have been identified with
a relatively high mutation rate (frequency > 10%).
Accordingly, the core autophagy machinery is very likely
to escape from genomic alterations in cancers, in part
because autophagy has an essential role in maintaining
nuclear and mitochondria genomic stability [28]. The
question of how these genes escape mutation should
receive additional attention. Further investigation on this
question may provide novel insights into targeting the
genome in disease treatment.
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Autophagy and tumor promotion

Once a tumor is developed, autophagy assists tumor sur-
vival and the metastatic cascade by providing beneficial
metabolites under severe survival pressure in the tumor
microenvironment (e.g., metabolic, hypoxic, genotoxic, and
oxidative stresses) [29].

Many studies have demonstrated the vital role of
autophagy in promoting tumorigenesis and growth. For
example, Rb1cc1 deletion in mice suppresses breast cancer
initiation and progression, suggesting the importance of
autophagy in oncogene-induced tumors in vivo [30]. In
addition, a few human studies have investigated how
autophagy deficiency affects tumor growth from an in vitro
perspective. BECN1 or ATG7 silencing eliminates the self-
renewal ability and proliferation of cancer stem cells (CSCs)
in human ALDH+ breast cancers in vitro [31, 32]. Knock-
out of ATG7, ATG12, or LC3 suppresses the maintenance of
CD44+ CD24−/low breast CSCs in vitro [33, 34]. None-
theless, it should be noted that ATG7 deficiency in several
KRAS-driven tumor lines fails to inhibit cell proliferation
in vitro as well as tumorigenesis in vivo [35]. The con-
troversial observations in different tumor types emphasize
the importance of further investigation into how autophagy
affects the numbers of cancer cells differently depending on
the type of cancer.

Questions

As aforementioned, the supportive role of autophagy in
tumor progression and metastasis has been mostly clarified
exploiting CSCs, which are known for self-renewal ability
and potential for malignancy [36]. Intriguingly, even com-
pared with other stem cells, CSCs harbor a higher basal
autophagy level and often present different properties in
response to autophagy modulation [37, 38]. For example,
autophagy blockage in CSCs causes cell death in chronic
myeloid leukemia CD34+ progenitor cells, but leads to the
expansion of acute myeloid leukemia progenitor cells in
hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs), suggesting autophagy
may affect CSCs in a more complex manner with regard to
origin, maintenance and differentiation [39]. It remains
unclear as to the mechanism that endows CSCs with unique
autophagy features. Currently, strategies for eradicating
CSCs is a novel focus in cancer treatment. However, the
question of how to specifically target CSCs in vivo has not
been answered properly.

In the established model, tumor growth inhibition is
prone to autophagy blockage. However, some opposite
examples exist. Human ERBB2/HER2 (erb-b2 receptor
tyrosine kinase 2), which is an oncogenic receptor tyrosine
kinase, interacts with BECN1 and inhibits autophagy in
breast cancer cells. Disrupting ERBB2-BECN1 binding and

robustly inducing autophagy through either a genetic or
pharmacological approach surprisingly inhibits the growth
of ERBB2-positive tumors [40]. This observation is counter
to the current general model that autophagy promotes tumor
growth, and thus many questions are raised by this study.
What accounts for the inhibition of both tumorigenesis and
tumor progression by autophagy enhancement? Does it
specifically occur in the receptor tyrosine kinase-driven
breast cancer setting? Answers to these questions are critical
to deepen our understanding of the bidirectional roles of
autophagy in cancers and to make it possible to design
corresponding therapeutic strategies.

Autophagy and cancer therapeutic applications

Proteins encoded by genes with altered expression levels are
frequently considered as potential prognostic markers of
cancers. It has been demonstrated that a high expression
level of several ATG genes is significantly associated with a
high patient survival rate in most cases, revealing the
potential of ATG proteins as favorable prognostic markers
[41, 42]. However, there are also some ATG proteins
considered to be unfavorable prognostic markers in diag-
nosis [41]. The expression levels of ATG genes are var-
iously regulated in distinct cancer types. Upregulation of
ATG16L2, CAPN2, and TP63, and downregulation of ATG5
and five other genes related with autophagy (SIRT1,
RPS6KB1, PEX3, UVRAG, and NAF1) are identified as
markers with a high risk of disease recurrence in colon
cancers, whereas in gastric cancer and pancreatic ductal
adenocarcinoma, ULK1, BECN1, ATG3, and ATG10 are
favorable prognostic factors [43, 44].

It is widely accepted that acute autophagy inhibition is
effective in cancer treatment in two ways, including
tumor-specific autophagy inhibition and systemic inhibi-
tion [45]. Tumor cell-specific inhibition of autophagy
disrupts tumor metabolism, causing abnormal metabolic
consequences, including redox imbalance, deficient
mitochondrial metabolism, impaired energy homeostasis,
and decreased nucleotide pools. All these effects together
lead to growth impairment and death of tumor cells.
Systemic inhibition of autophagy changes the micro-
environment of tumors, impairs metabolic crosstalk cir-
cuits within tumor and stroma cells, and may alter host
metabolism to achieve unexpected results. For example,
systemic acute deletion of Atg7 in adult mice for five
weeks is enough to shut off MTOR and MAP kinase
signaling and lead to tumor cell death, while most normal
tissues grow [46].

From a pharmacological perspective, the drug develop-
ment targeting autophagy involves two primary directions,
including (1) lysosomal inhibitors and derivatives such as
chloroquine (CQ) and hyxdroxychloroquine (HCQ)
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[35, 47, 48], and (2) genomic alterations of ATG genes in
the whole body or a specific organ [49]. However, although
efficient in reducing tumor growth, most studies encounter
the problem that autophagy disruption results in inflam-
mation and histological tissue damage [46]. A recent study
generated an inducible dominant-negative ATG4BC74A

mutant mouse model, which is able to reversibly manipulate
autophagy without a complete blockage. Interestingly,
intermittent autophagy inhibition decreases fully-formed
tumor growth with a tolerable toxicity in mice [50]. The
inducible model can be regarded as a “genetic drug”, which
mimics how a pharmacological inhibitor functions in a
therapeutic scenario, rationally suggesting that intermittent
dosing of autophagy inhibitors is a promising strategy in
cancer treatment.

Questions

Although the recognition of ATG proteins as potential
prognostic markers suggests the promising applicability of
linking ATG proteins to clinicopathological parameters, a
comprehensively assessed model is lacking. As noted
above, only a small set of ATG genes are transcriptionally
and translationally regulated in each cancer type, but the
mechanism of the cancer-type specific autophagy signature
is not clear. Furthermore, the correlation between the
regulated ATG proteins and the type of cancer remains
obscure in most cases. One possible reason is that many
ATG proteins have multiple nonautophagic functions in
several cellular pathways, including apoptosis, protein
secretion, transcription, translation, etc. [51]. The complex
nature of these proteins and pathways leads to different
prognostic potential in cancer studies. Furthermore, the
analysis of ATG gene expression as potential prognostic
markers has been conducted within a small size of cohort.
Thus, larger-scale explorations are required to guide the
interpretation of various cancer-type-specific autophagy
signatures. Besides, due to a lack of clinical data targeting
autophagy, we have a poor understanding of whether ATG
proteins can serve as predictive markers or not.

From the perspective of drug development, although CQ
and HCQ are widely tested across cancers and have some
relatively successful preliminary outcomes, a study
exploiting KRAS-driven cancer cell lines demonstrates that
ATG7 knockout cells in cancer are as sensitive as WT cells
to CQ with regard to an antiproliferative effect [35]. Hence,
it is in dispute as to whether the drug effect is from its role
in inhibiting autophagy or other lysosomal processes with
antitumor effects. Notably, a common occurrence of
acquired resistance to autophagy inhibition in autophagy-
dependent cancer cells was recently demonstrated [52]. The
study shows that ATG7 knockout clones, following initial
generation, undergo selection and adaptation to circumvent

autophagy inactivation through NFE2L2 upregulation,
providing an explanation accounting for the similar sensi-
tivity to CQ in ATG7 knockout and WT cells. Moreover,
this work emphasizes the need to address the question of
how to reduce the incidence of adaptation to autophagy
inactivation in autophagy-targeted therapies.

Another essential question about drug development
under debate is which step we should inhibit to achieve
viable therapeutic results, e.g., early steps of autophago-
some formation, the fusion step between the autophago-
some and lysosome, or the eventual degradation occurring
in autolysosomes. Presumably, the BECN1-PIK3C3/VPS34
complex is not an ideal target, as these proteins also possess
autophagy-independent functions in other cellular processes
[53]. However, a Becn1F121A/F121A knock-in mouse model,
which is associated with constitutively increased autophagy,
demonstrates improved healthspan and longevity [54],
pinpointing that disruption of the BECN1-BCL2 complex is
an effective strategy to increase autophagy and benefit life
span in mammals. The elegant study also reminds us that it
is worthwhile generating autophagy-elevated models that
are crossed with disease models to investigate disease tar-
gets. As autophagy may also serve as a scaffold to control
the mechanism of cell death (apoptosis or necroptosis) with
the requirement of ATG5 and SQSTM1/p62 [55], the
development of intermittent autophagy-specific inhibitors
may provide a finer therapeutic strategy. The aforemen-
tioned study exploiting the ATG4BC74A mouse model also
suggests the potential of targeting ATG4 in cancers [50].

Although it is widely accepted that acute autophagy
inhibition is effective in cancer treatment, an unsolved
major issue of drug development is the side-effect of
autophagy inhibition. Toxicity and histological tissue
damage are often observed after autophagy-blocking treat-
ments [46]. Thus, how to set an appropriate dose of
autophagy inhibitors based on an individual patient’s
requirements still remains a big challenge.

A large number of clinical trials testing autophagy inhi-
bitors in cancers are undergoing, but there is still a lack of
methods for tracking the response to autophagy in cancer
patients. Currently, the most common way to monitor
autophagy in cancer cells is through typical LC3 and
SQSTM1/p62 markers, as well as tandem mRPF-GFP-LC3
fluorescence [56]. However, due to the participation of these
autophagosomal markers in autophagy, the assays may not
directly reveal the activity of the final autophagic degrada-
tion stage, and it is very hard to monitor the process over
time. From this perspective, it is important to identify novel
markers that are not involved as part of the autophagy
machinery [41]. In addition, posttranslational modifications
(phosphorylation, ubiquitination, and acetylation) are
important in autophagy regulation. If novel methods that
can precisely detect these modifications can be developed, it
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will provide important and useful information for cancer
treatment.

Autophagy and neurodegenerative diseases

Abnormal protein accumulation in nerve cells is a hallmark
of several neurodegenerative diseases, and harbors a direct
link with impaired macroautophagy and CMA. Autophagy
contributes to the protection against neurodegeneration due
to its ability to remove damaged mitochondria and toxic
proteins or micro-aggregates (Table 1) [57]. Compared with
cancers, the roles of autophagy in neurodegenerative dis-
eases seem to be even more mysterious, and relevant pre-
clinical studies are lagging far behind. Here, we underline
the relevance and unanswered questions between autophagy
and some of the most common neurodegenerative diseases
including Parkinson disease (PD), Alzheimer disease (AD),
and Huntington disease (HD).

Autophagy and Parkinson disease

PD is a progressive brain disorder with motor deficiency
[58]. Aggregates of SNCA/alpha-synuclein, the main
component of Lewy bodies, is the primary pathological
hallmark of PD.

Notably, SNCA is a CMA substrate. Numerous studies
exploiting animal models and cell cultures have demon-
strated the involvement of CMA in the clearance of
abnormal SNCA. Inhibition of CMA leads to aberrant
SNCA accumulation and dopaminergic neurodegenera-
tion in rats [59, 60]. Mutant SNCA that lacks the CMA
recognition motif is degraded less efficiently in neuronal
cell lines [61]. Overexpression of SNCA in mice is

accompanied by a marked elevation of LAMP2A and
HSPA8 [62]. Consistent with these observations, analysis
of PD patients indicates that the expression of LAMP2A
and HSPA8 is decreased by genetic alterations in the
promoter region and microRNA upregulation, further
confirming the involvement of compromised CMA in
early PD development [63–66].

Accumulating evidence indicates that macroautophagy
also plays a role in PD etiology. For example, extensive
genetic analysis of PD patients confirms that abnormal
expression levels of ATG genes of the conjugation
machinery may contribute to PD. These genes include
ATG5, ATG7, ATG12, and LC3B [67–70]. Consistently,
macroautophagy dysregulation has been identified in the
brain tissues from PD patients and animal models, sug-
gesting the important involvement of macroautophagy in
protein aggregate degradation in PD [71].

Overexpression and aggregation of SNCA are also
associated with dysfunctional mitochondria, further imply-
ing impaired mitophagy in PD [72]. An interesting fact is
that SNCA accumulation is able to cause delayed mito-
phagy. The ubiquitination of RHOT/Miro, an adaptor on the
outer mitochondria membrane, on damaged mitochondria is
required to promote recruitment of PRKN and mitochon-
drial clearance through mitophagy [73]. RHOT/Miro also
plays a role in mitochondrial motility, and needs to be
removed in order to allow efficient degradation of the
organelle. A recent report indicates that SNCA accumula-
tion leads to RHOT/Miro upregulation, and consequently
retards mitophagy [74]. In addition, lowering RHOT/Miro
levels is able to rescue the mitophagy phenotype and neu-
rodegeneration in iPSC-derived neurons with SNCA muta-
tions [74]. In addition to SNCA, gain-of-function or loss-of-
function mutations in PD-associated genes in patients,

Table 1 Neurodegenerative
disorders (except PD, AD and
HD) and correlated core ATG
genes with genetic mutations.

Disease Gene(s) Reference

ß-propeller protein-associated neurodegeneration
(BPAN)

WDR45/WIPI4 [115]

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) PINK1, PRKN/PARK2, SQSTM1/p62,
OPTN, and TBK1

[116–118]

Ataxias ATG4D, ATG5, VPS13D [119–121]

Atypical apraxia of speech (AAS) SQSTM1/p62 [122]

Childhood-onset neurodegeneration SQSTM1/p62 [123]

Developmental and epileptic encephalopathy (DEE) WDR45/WIPI4 [124]

Early-onset epileptic encephalopathy (EOEE) WDR45/WIPI4 [125]

Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) SQSTM1/p62 [118]

Hereditary sensory and autonomic neuropathy II
(HSANIIB)

RETREG1 [126]

Neuromyelitis optica (NMO) ATG5 [127]

Normal-tension glaucoma (NTG) OPTN, TBK1 [128]

RETT-like syndrome WDR45 [129]
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including those in PRKN, PINK1, PARK7/DJ-1, LRRK2,
and GBA, cause mitophagy and disturbed mitochondria
homeostasis [75].

A recent study has indicated that inflammation after
exhaustive exercise of mice with Prkn and Pink1 deletions
can be fully rescued by the loss of STING, a pivotal reg-
ulator of the type I interferon response to cytosolic DNA,
suggesting that dysfunctional mitophagy may lead to neu-
rodegenerative diseases through abnormal inflammatory
signaling [76].

Questions

As mentioned above, mutated PINK1, PRKN, and LRRK2
are frequently identified in autosomal recessive PD cases,
suggesting the role of mitophagy as a PD causative factor.
However, several pathways that mediate mitophagy, and
mutations in other genes encoding mitophagy-related pro-
teins, have not been yet been linked with PD. Whether PD
etiology only involves PINK1-PRKN-mediated mitophagy
or other mitophagy pathways is not clear. Of note, PRKN
and PINK1 have been identified as suppressors of an
immune-response-eliciting pathway, suggesting their role in
autoimmunity [77]. Besides, the ubiquitination status of
PRKN is essential for the selective escape of certain mito-
chondrial proteins to the endoplasmic reticulum to avoid the
degradation that would otherwise occur in the mitophagy
process [78]. The involvement of PRKN and PINK1 in all
these biological processes other than autophagy makes it
difficult to distinguish how much mitophagy contributes to
neurodegenerative diseases.

Also, neither PRKN- nor PINK1-deficient mice present
many PD-relevant phenotypes, including nigrostriatal,
cognitive and noradrenergic deficits [79, 80]. To note, pink1
knockout and WT mice exhibit comparable levels of basal
neural mitophagy, suggesting that the precise role of PINK1
in both basal and stress-induced mitophagy in vivo remains
to be further defined [81]. Understanding the mechanism
that prevents mutant mice from exhibiting robust signs of
PD is essential to provide novel insights in PD treatment
and advance our understanding of the role of PINK1-
PRKN-mediated mitophagy in PD.

Whereas LRRK2 is considered to play an important role
in macroautophagy regulation and greatly affects PD
pathogenesis, there are many discordant reports, which lead
to a debate as to whether autophagy is positively or nega-
tively regulated by LRRK2 [82]. For example, LRRK2
deletion and LRRK2G2019S overexpression in human cells,
which have opposite effects on adjusting LRRK2 kinase
activity, lead to the same result of disrupting macro-
autophagy [83, 84]. This outcome may be associated with
distinct roles of LRRK2 in the initiation and degradation
process and its feedback loops. It requires further

investigation to integrate these seemingly contradictory data
and elucidate the dynamic nature of LRRK2 in autophagy.
The answer of how LRRK2 regulates autophagy may shed
light on understanding the molecular mechanism of PD
pathogenesis.

Autophagy and Alzheimer disease

AD is a progressive neurodegenerative disease, with the
major symptoms of memory impairment, cognitive defects,
visual-spatial deficiency, and personality changes. AD
patients present extracellular amyloid-beta (Aβ) accumula-
tion and intracellular hyperphosphorylated MAPT (micro-
tubule-associated protein tau) [85].

Similar to what happens in PD, the pathogenic
mechanism of AD is, although not completely understood,
closely related to mitophagy deficiency and CMA. The
MAPT protein is identified as a substrate of both CMA and
macroautophagy. Incomplete CMA of MAPT generates
amyloidogenic fragments, and impaired macroautophagy
fails to remove the MAPT aggregates [86]. In the AD
mouse model, Aβ accumulation is accompanied by a cas-
cade of upregulated mRNA levels of mitophagy-related
genes, such as Sqstm1, Prkn, Dnm1l, Becn1, Bnip3, Pink1,
and Map1lc3 [87, 88]. Similarly, patients with mild cog-
nitive impairment display upregulation of several mito-
phagy transcripts [87].

Accumulation of autophagosomes in neurons is a pro-
minent feature of AD [89]. Consistent with this hallmark, in
a comprehensive study that utilized a customized micro-
array compromising neuropathology-associated genes to
evaluate the entire autophagic process in CA1 neurons of
hippocampus from early to late stages of AD, upregulation
of autophagy and elevated lysosomal biogenesis were
observed at the early stage. Autophagosome-lysosome
fusion is not altered prominently in the whole process,
whereas autophagic flux is impeded progressively probably
due to failure of substrate clearance [90].

Notably, a recent study elucidated that mitophagy
enhancement by urolithin A treatment is able to abolish AD-
related MAPT hyperphosphorylation in human neuronal cells
[91]. In addition, restoration of neuronal mitophagy also
reverses cognitive decline and ameliorates p-MAPT pathol-
ogy in both C. elegans and mouse AD models [91, 92]. This
compelling evidence not only advances our knowledge of the
important role of mitophagy defects in AD initiation and
progression, but also broadly provides a promising therapeutic
strategy for AD patients.

Questions

An interesting discovery is that APP (amyloid-beta pre-
cursor protein), which can be processed to Aβ, also contains
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a KFERQ motif at its C terminus, suggesting a role of CMA
in Aβ clearance. By contrast, the deletion of the KFERQ
motif fails to abolish its interaction with HSPA8, but
increases the secretion of sAPP α/β, an intermediate product
during APP processing [93]. Several questions can be
considered: What is the role of KFERQ in autophagy other
than as a CMA targeting motif in this disease context? How
does APP processing develop this unique feature? As over
30% of cytosolic proteins possess a KFERQ motif to target
them to CMA, these questions are critical to understand and
further couple CMA and macroautophagy regulation in the
AD context.

Autophagy and Huntington disease

HD is a progressive neurodegenerative disease with a
primary feature of abnormal movement, following by
cognitive dysfunction, motor deficits, and emotional
problems. HD is caused by aberrant production and
accumulation of mutant HTT (huntingtin; mHTT)
protein due to an expansion of a polyglutamine (polyQ)
tract [94].

HD is associated with abnormal CMA through failure to
clear the HTT proteins [95, 96]. An interesting therapeutic
strategy is to target mHTT with a fusion molecule of polyQ
binding peptide 1 (QBP1) and the HSPA8-binding motif, as
QBP1 specifically binds to an expanded polyQ tract instead of
the polyQ motif in normal HTT. Delivery of the fusion
molecule successfully ameliorates the disease phenotype in
mice, suggesting a promising therapeutic solution [97].
Similarly, a recent study exploiting small-molecule-
microarray-based screening, identified linker compounds for
mHTT and LC3, which allows selective autophagic clearance
of mHTT by delivering mHTT to phagophores, demonstrat-
ing a novel strategy to degrade disease-causative proteins
through the use of phagophore-tethering compounds [98].

Not surprisingly, mounting evidence implicates the
involvement of impaired macroautophagy in the HD
pathogenic mechanism. mHTT accumulation is accom-
panied by a decreased level of basal autophagy [99].
Expanded polyQ tracts regulate BECN1 deubiquitination
and decrease BECN1 protein levels, and thus are able to
inhibit starvation-induced autophagy [100]. Polymorphisms
in ATG7 are also associated with early age at onset in HD
[101]. Moreover, enhanced autophagy by inhibition of
either MTOR or the insulin signaling pathway facilitates the
clearance of HTT aggregates and reduces toxicity in both
fly and mouse models of HD [102, 103].

Questions

Previous evidence suggests autophagy suppresses HTT
aggregate formation. Surprisingly, depletion of SQSTM1/

p62, an autophagy receptor, significantly diminishes nuclear
inclusions, partially abolishes disease phenotypes and
extends life span in the HD mouse model [104]. The
mechanism by which the controversial results occur
between cargo receptor deletion and upstream signal alter-
nation remains unclear (SQSTM1/p62 has additional roles
in the cell, including regulation of MTOR). It has been
proposed that the unexpected data might be caused by
increased formation and accumulation of cytosolic mutant
HTT due to deficient autophagy, and decreased HTT
translocation into the nucleus after Sqstm1/p62 knockout
[104]. It is important to perform further investigations
affecting both core ATG machinery and cargo receptor
proteins to fully understand the HD pathophysiology
regarding its role in enhancing or diminishing autophagy.

As HTT is expressed ubiquitously and differently across
the neuronal subtypes, more questions, such as how
autophagy is utilized by the different cells of the CNS and
how autophagy is regulated in distinct neuronal compart-
ments, must be addressed to advance our understanding of
HD pathogenesis.

As described above, the two proof-of-concept papers for
drug discovery aim at harnessing autophagy for misfolded
protein clearance in HD and other neurodegenerative dis-
eases [97, 98]. However, it is possible that no linker com-
pounds can be identified directly targeting LC3 and the
relevant disease-causative proteins. How to tether LC3 and
target proteins indirectly without affecting autophagy
function will be a crucial issue.

Autophagy and other neurodegenerative diseases

Protein turnover and aggregation is involved in the cellular
etiology of many other neurodegenerative diseases besides
PD, AD, and HD [105]. Autophagy is able to, at least
partially, account for the cellular pathology in these diseases
(Table 1).

Similar to what occurs in cancers, autophagy may also
play multiple roles in neurodegenerative diseases, largely
depending on disease progression. For example, in amyo-
trophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), autophagy is necessary for
neuromuscular innervation in the early state, and once the
disease is developed, autophagy is responsible for promot-
ing progression in a nonautonomous manner [106].

Questions

Although most of the neurodegenerative disorders are
associated with CMA and mitophagy, the mutation fre-
quency of some ATG genes still dramatically varies between
diseases. For example, mutations in SQSTM1/p62, TBK1
and OPTN are often better correlated with ALS than PD,
although the pathogenesis of both diseases are closely
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related to mitophagy. The precise mechanism behind the
disease-specific mutations requires further investigation.

To date, most autophagy studies have been performed in
nonneuronal cells. However, neurons may have a unique
autophagy mechanism. For example, the MTORC1 inhi-
bitor rapamycin is usually sufficient to induce autophagy in
nonneuronal cells, but it has been reported that neither
rapamycin nor starvation treatment is able to activate
autophagy in neurons [107]. Instead, the combination of
catalytic inhibitors of both MTORC1 and MTORC2 com-
plexes robustly induces autophagy in this cell type [108].
These results suggest that the major physiological functions
of autophagy in neurons are not sensitive to amino acid
recycling in response to starvation as occurs in nonneuronal
cells. Furthermore, neurons are highly postmitotic cells with
a special morphology such as long dendrites and axons, and
it has been reported that neuronal autophagosome biogen-
esis follows a spatially-ordered assembly pathway [109].
Briefly, autophagosomes form in the distal axon tip, and
then traffic in a retrograde manner back to the soma [110].
The mechanism for how neuronal autophagy is precisely
orchestrated remains unclear and requires comprehensive
investigation. Understanding the spatiotemporal regulation

of autophagy may contribute to our understanding of the
unique vulnerability of neurons to defective mitophagy.

The exact mechanisms of how an autophagy deficit
contributes to neurodegenerative disease remain unclear in
most neurodegenerative disorders [111]. Although neuro-
degenerative diseases tend to develop in the aged brain, we
should focus more on the resulting phenotypes of auto-
phagy deficiency at an early stage. Solving this conundrum
will help us shape a better understanding of neurodegen-
erative pathophysiology and develop corresponding
therapies.

As mentioned previously in the Autophagy and Cancer
section, it is worth noting that currently there is a lack of
assays to validly detect autophagy defects in humans. Most
commonly used assays are limited to intermediates in the
pathway, which can lead to misinterpretation and largely
constrain the performance of appropriate clinical studies.
Thus, there is a great need to develop target-engaged bio-
markers which can measure autophagy activity accurately
and comprehensively to test putative autophagy inducers
and inhibitors, and consequently guide the buildup of a
dosing strategy [111].

Conclusions

Due to space limitations, we are not able to cover every
corner of the enormous field of autophagy and disease in
detail. To provide the readers with a more comprehensive
understanding of how autophagy is involved in disease, we
present a summarization of diseases with documented
mutations in core ATG genes (Table 2) [112]. It is note-
worthy that several core ATG genes are also involved in
distinct membrane-trafficking processes other than canoni-
cal autophagy, including LC3-associated phagocytosis,
ATG gene-dependent secretion, LC3-regulated exocytosis,
LC3-associated endocytosis, etc. [113, 114]. The existence
of these pathways requires awareness of whether patholo-
gical phenotypes of ATG gene-associated disease models is
due to abnormal autophagy or defects in other pathways.

In this review, we focus on autophagy in cancer and
neurodegenerative diseases, two of the most clinically
problematic diseases. Although a plenitude of studies has
emphasized the vital role of autophagy in diseases, current
work only represents the first steps in understanding this
dynamic and complex process in the disease context. A
detailed integration of molecular understanding and clinical
investigation is necessary for therapeutic applications.

It is notable that in many cases the blockage of cancer
through autophagy modulation progressively leads to the
development of neurodegeneration and vice versa, pre-
sumably suggesting their antagonistic relationships. Con-
sequently, we should be cautious when considering whether

Table 2 Diseases associated with abnormal core ATG machinery
(except cancer and neurodegenerative diseases) and correlated genes.

Gene(s) Reference

Inflammatory diseases

Behçet disease (BD) ATG5 [130]

Celiac disease (CeD) ATG7, BECN1 [131]

Crohn disease (CD) ATG4A, ATG4D,
ATG9A, ATG16L1,
ULK1, CALCOCO2/
NDP52

[132–135]

Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) ATG5 [136]

Systemic lupus
erythematosus (SLE)

ATG5, MAP1LC3B [137, 138]

Systemic sclerosis ATG5 [139]

Vogt–Koyanagi–Harada
syndrome (VKHS)

ATG10 [130]

Respiratory diseases

Asthma ATG5 [140]

Chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD)

ATG16L1, EGR1 [141]

Myopathies

Distal myopathies with
rimmed vacuoles (DMRV)

SQSTM1/p62 [142]

Sporadic inclusion body
myositis (SIBM)

SQSTM1/p62, FYCO1 [143]

Others

Kashin–Beck disease (KB) ATG4C [144]

Paget disease of bone (PDB) ATG5, ATG10,
ATG16L1, SQSTM1/
p62

[145, 146]
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simply elevating or inhibiting autophagy is or is not a fea-
sible approach to treat diseases. The complexity of auto-
phagy in the interplay between these diseases should be
further untangled, and therefore provide a rational approach
for modulating autophagy in an appropriate context-
dependent manner.
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